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Brand Identity and Style Guide


We created gather as a cloud-storage solution to replace the 

multitude of applications you currently use to store all your valued 

information. The key word being “simplification.”


 


For links, files, bookmarks, notes, photos, music... gather is your 

one-stop-shop to consolodate and simplify your storage and 

organizational needs.



With built-in project management capabilities, organization of your 

data and ideas becomes simple and streamlined.



This brand identity and style guide will assist in creating consistent 

appearances between elements and maintaining the look and feel 

of the gather experience







 



 

Introduction
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The gather logotype and mark are 

streamlined, modern and clean. The mark 

is paired with the remainder of the word 

written in Quicksand for a clean, modern 

and refined aesthetic.



The mark can be used by itself or with the 

text in order to form the word “gather”. The 

mark can further be condensed for use as 

a favicon. The logo consists of primary 

colors (#414141) and (#A1B2B6 )



The wordmark can only be written in 

Quicksand regular with a character 

spacing of 0 pixels at any font size.



Logotype & Mark
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Mark

Favicon

Mark Construction
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The mark is constructed out of 2 sets of 4 circles.



The smallest circle forms the ear of the “g” and also 

subtracts space out the blue-grey circle that 

brackets the bowl.



The next size circle forms the bowl. Then the next 

forms the descender and the largest brackets the 

bowl.






        

Mark Construction
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Logo Spacing
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When you place our logo in a design, be sure to give it room to breathe. We 

call this “padding.” The padding around the logo must be equal to the height 

of the smaller circle (the bowl of the “g”.)

padding

Logo Spacing
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Logo Spacing
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Minimum Sizes
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16 pixels is the minimum size for the 

favicon. 



The minimum size for the logo or 

logotype is a height of 32 pixels, after 

which the favicon sized mark should be 

used. 



16 px

32 px

Favicon

Primary Colors



The primary colors for the website are 

grey, blue and orange. The dusty orange 

is used for calls to action and to indicate 

location. The dusty blue is used in the 

logo and for headings and notices. Text 

and the main part of the logo is a dark 

grey that is a bit softer on the eye than 

black.



The primary colors are used to pop 

against the primarily white and greys of 

the  website body




Color Palette
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#414141

#DADADA #f8f8f8 #ffffff

#EC8767 #A1B2B6

Color Palette
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Secondary Colors



The Secondary colors are purple and 

green. They are used for buttons and 

headings in the “projects” and 

“groups” pages, to distinguish them 

from the main area of the website.



Supplementary Colors



Supplemnetary colors are variants of 

the primary colors that are used to 

supplement, but not compete with 

the primary colors.





#A1B2B6#9c8acf #f7fbf6

#F7D5C9

#455A64


#EEAB93

for headings & titles

for intermediary headings

for body text

Typography
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We selected three sans-serif font families: Quicksand, Source Sans 

Pro and Archivo Narrow.  They are all sans-serif,  modern, clean and 

geometric. 










 



 

Quicksand

Archivo Narrow

Source Sans Pro 

Typography - Quicksand
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Quicksand



Quicksand is a display sans serif with 

rounded terminals. It is designed for 

display purposes but kept legible 

enough to use in small sizes as well. 



This font is used in the logo, on the hero 

image of the website and for main 

headings



It is recommended to use the light and 

regular styles for headings.


Characters



ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQ

RSTUVWXYZabcdefghij

klmnopqrstuvwxyz12345

67890’?’”!”(%)[#]{@}/&\

<-+^x=>$:;,.*



Styles



Light


Regular


Medium


Bold



Typography - Archivo Narrow
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Archivo Narrow



Archivo is a grotesque sans serif typeface 

family from Omnibus-Type.



Archivo Narrow was designed to be used 

simultaneously in print and digital 

platforms. The technical and aesthetic 

characteristics of the font are both 

crafted for high performance typography.



This font will be used for intermiediary 

headings and calls to action.


Characters



ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST

UVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrs

tuvwxyz1234567890’?’”!”(%)[#

]{@}/&\<-+^x=>$:;,.*



Styles



Regular          Italic


Medium          Medium Italic


Semi-Bold      Semi-blod Italic


Bold                Bold Italic



Typography - Source Sans Pro
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Source Sans Pro



Source® Sans Pro, Adobe's first open 

source typeface family is a sans serif 

typeface intended to work well in user 

interfaces.



The font is used for most of the body 

text.



This font is primarily used in the light 

style, though in smaller sizes regular can 

be used for readability. 


Characters



ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV

WXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuv

wxyz1234567890’?’”!”(%)[#]{@

}/&\<-+^x=>$:;,.*



Styles



Extra Light         Extra Light Italic


Light                   Light Italic


Regular             Italic


Semi-Bold      SemiBold Italic


Bold                  Bold Italic


Black                Black Italic



Typography - Sizes
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Quicksand



logo 

landing(73pt)



Headline 2 (36pt)


                



Source Sans Pro



Landing page, body and navigation (18pt)   


icons (14pt)  , folders (12pt)


                



Archivo Narrow



Landing page (30pt)



Menu (18pt)



Body headings (14pt)            



Iconography
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Icons as used

For iconography, I am mostly using the 

open-source icon set from ionicons. I 

have amended some of the icons that 

needed simplification. 



In most use cases, I have used an icon 

with a stroke of 1, no fill and the dark 

grey #414141 color, similar to a pencil 

line-drawing or illustration.



In some cases, I have filled the icon, 

removed the stroke and used one of the 

primary colors. I have used thicker icons 

where they are smaller.

Photography
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Sample images

Where photographic imagery is 

used, the images should be 

subdued, airy, modern and clean. 

Content should generally focus  on 

workspaces, desks and associated 

accessories. 



For broader branding purposes 

however, images of people, 

activities, lifestyles, artwork, etc 

can be included as long as they 

stick to the light, clean and 

modern visual aesthetic. 


